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Long-Tailed Distribution

Real-world natural resources usually follow a long-tailed distribution.

iNaturalist[2]SUN-397[1]

[1]Wang et al. “Learning to model the tail.”  NeurIPS 2017

[2]Van Horn et al. “The inaturalist species classification and detection dataset.”  CVPR 2018
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➢ The importance of long-tailed learning is further emphasized when extended to a range of safety-

critical scenarios, including medical intelligence, autonomous driving and criminal surveillance.



Self-Supervised Long-Tailed Learning

Existing works

➢Few works have considered the intrinsic limitation of the widely-adopted 
contrastive learning loss, which easily leads to representation learning disparity 
where head classes dominate the feature regime but tail classes passively collapse.
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Self-Supervised Long-Tailed Learning

Motivation
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Contrastive learning causes severer representation learning disparity when enlarging the imbalance ratios.

➢Why the conventional contrastive learning underperforms in self-supervised long-tailed context?

Conventional contrastive loss motivates sample-level uniformity, that is biased towards the head classes.

➢Geometric Harmonization aims at achieving category-level uniformity, i.e., equal allocation w.r.t. classes.



Self-Supervised Long-Tailed Learning

Geometric Harmonization
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➢ Challenges I: No guarantee for the desired category-level uniformity

➢ Challenges II: The latent true labels are not available, while the estimated labels are noisy

Geometric Uniform Structure Surrogate Label Allocation

Any two vectors in M have 
the same angle, namely, the 
unit space are equally 
partitioned by the vectors.

Overall objective



Self-Supervised Long-Tailed Learning

Geometric Harmonization
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theoretically grounded!

➢Our GH can promote the desired category-level uniformity!

empirically verified!



Main results
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GH provides consistent 

improvements on top of all the 

baseline methods in terms of 

linear probing accuracy and 

representation balancedness.



Experiments: Transfer Learning
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GH can potentially further boost the 

supervised long-tailed learning and 

downstream fine-grained classification, object 

detection and instance segmentation.

Pretrained on large-scale 
long-tailed CC3M!



Summary

➢Conventional contrastive learning fails under long-tailed distribution.

➢The intrinsic limitation lies in pursuing sample-level uniformity.

➢We propose GH to efficiently promote category-level uniformity via an instance-wise label 

calibration based on the geometric statistics.

➢GH is theoretically and empirically verified to tackle representation learning disparity and 

enhance downstream generalization.

Thanks! Codes will be available at: 

https://github.com/MediaBrain-SJTU/Geometric-Harmonization
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